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NAU MAI, HAERE MAI
Welcome the fourteenth annual Wellington Zinefest. 

We can’t believe we made it! This year has been

jam packed with quick changes and switch arounds.

Covid levels and energy levels have been wildly

messing with our best laid plans. We’re so happy

Wellington Zinefest weekend is happening and we can

once again share the joy of radical self publishing

with a whole bunch of people. This weekend we’ve

got over 120 stallholders and are expecting over

1,000 people to walk through. 



Kids’ Table

The kids’ table is back for another year and all kids

zines are a steal at just $2 each. The kids table will

run all day Sunday. Please be encouraging and

welcoming to these wee zinemakers.

Best of the Fest

At 3pm on Sunday we’ll be announcing the

winner(s) of the annual Best of The Fest

competition. To enter your zine, pop it in the Best of

the Fest box on the Zinefest coordinators table. The

winner receives many accolades, a beautiful/ugly

trophy and the box of entries!

Merch

Also on the coordinators table will be impressive

piles of merch, we’ve got t-shirts, hoodies and

prints with this year’s awesome poster designed by

Davin Richardson.

We Speak For Ourselves

We're stoked to share our 2020 Zinefest weekend

with Awa Wahine, who on saturday are running a

series of workshops in the lecture theatre celebrating

Maori self publishing. See the poster for more.-





2020

This year Zinefest have been determined to not fall

into the shadows of 2020. We missed visiting schools

and unis, doing loads of in-person events and

touching communal staplers, but made workarounds. 

In February, we launched our zine vending machine

Lucky Drop and packed it full of affordable zines. We

had a fun day out selling zines at Out In The Park,

and up at Palmy Zinefest. We did a fun collaborative

zine workshop with Inside Out and met some

inspiring young zine makers at Wellington Girls

College and Newtown School. 

We had lots more workshops planned but had to

morph them into a series of lighthearted

competitions and some home-made skill share videos.

Hopefully these were a fun and informative

distraction to those murky April/May times. 



During level 3 we also launched a mail distro called

Lucky Mail Drop. We bought up zines from local

makers and pillaged our archives so we could post to

those stuck in their bubbles and in need of

entertainment. We processed loads of orders and

we’re looking forward to doing more mail

distribution in the future.

Social media played a large part in our bubbles and

we commissioned lots of local artists to share art

with us. Whilst we acknowledge how flawed the Zuck

empire is, it has been great getting to know

zinemakers through our grids and DMs.

We worked with Just Speak Aotearoa and made a

collaborative zine called Lock Down reflecting on

isolating experiences and prison reform.

As we came out of level 3 we turned our focus on to  

newbie zinemakers and ran ZINE101 - a full online

course! Videos and homework and piles of new work

were made and it culminated in a very inspiring and

cute Newbies Market in July.





From this experience we were able to award our

inaugural Wellington Zine Scholarship of $1000 to

newbie zinemaker Frankie Barroclough. We've really

enjoyed working with them as they build an amazing

cache of zines and comics. 

We ran a month of digital zine making workshops in

collaboration with our friends at SolarPunk.cool. We

learnt about the radical coding world and how

building your own websites can be a digital version

of cutting and pasting a zine. 



In collaboration with The Freedom Shop, we put out

a call to local zinemakers for submissions to redesign

radical zines. We are taking classic texts and

creating brand new, innovatively designed zines.

These will launch shortly, so keep a lookout.

Just last month in September we teamed up with

Will Hansen and his pals at LAGANZ to learn about

the history of queer zinemaking in Aotearoa and to

create a collaborative zine reflecting on that history.

This zine is available at the Pocket Histories stall

and on the merch table.

Our Lucky Drop machine has had such a swish

makeover and is back at it’s old/new home on

Ghuznee Street. Our mates Mashuko have taken over

the space and you really need to go check out the

coolest new gallery and community space. Take your

coins and buy from the flash new Lucky Drop stock.



Future

Wellington Zinefest has so many treats on the

horizon. Some things to look forward to:

 - a Wellington Zinefest base and studio

- another radical zine redesign collaboration

- an R18 zine night

- workshops and events around town and at Mashuko

- pop-up stalls at conferences and festivals

- collaborative zines

- workshops with schools and libraries

- mail distro

- commissions 

and hopefully, many more silly nights spent

chatting, drawing, writing, cutting and pasting.
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